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IN THE MANAGEMENT Of patients with respiratory failure, it is important to know 
and control the inspired oxygen concentration (FIo~) for two reasons. First, unneces- 
sarily high FIo., must be avoided, if possible, to prevent pulmonary oxygen toxicity. 2 
Second, knowledge of the F~02 is necessary to calculate the alveolar Po~ (Pa02) 
using the alveolar gas equation and thus the alveolar arterial oxygen gradient, 
which is an important measure of the extent of pulmonary disease. 

When the patient is breathing through non-rebreathing closed systems, such as 
a tracheal tube connected to a ventilator, the F~o., is the administered oxygen 
concentration. However, with non-occlusive face masks and other open systems, 
the FIo_~ is determined not only by the oxygen concentration administered but by 
the patient's tidal volume, respiratory frequency and inspiratory fraction (that 
portion of the respiratory cycle devoted to inspiration) as well as by physical 
characteristics of the masks. Therefore, to know the FIoz in these patients, the 
intratrachea] oxygen concentration must be directly measured. In most patients it 
is impractical to perform such a procedure repeatedly. 

This study describes a mathematical model which can be used to calculate the 
Fto._, of patients receiving oxygen through an open face mask. 

METHODS 

A. The Mathematical Model (Figure 1) 
Inspiratory flow was assumed to be a sine wave. 3,4 The inspiratory time can 

be measnred directly or calculated from the respiratory frequency and inspiratory 
fraction. Thus the area under the respiratory flow curve is the tidal volume. The 
delivered oxygen is represented by the horizontal line intercepting the flow axis 
at the appropriate value. This model assumes that as long as the patient's inspi- 
ratory flow does not exceed the delivered oxygen flow, the instantaneous inspira- 
tory volume is comprised solely of the delivered gas. When the patient's inspira- 
tory flow exceeds the delivered oxygen flow, then the instantaneous inspiratory 
volume is made up of two components; first, the delivered gas, and secondly 
room air. The volume of room air is the difference between the patient's instan- 
taneous inspiratory volume and the delivered gas volume. Thus the tidal volume 
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FIOURE 1. Graphic representation of mathematical model. Sine wave represents inspiratory 
flow. Horizontal line represents flow rate of oxygen to the mask. 

is composed of two volumes, these being the volume of delivered gas and the 
volume of inspired room air. 

These two volumes can be calculated if the delivered oxygen flow, the patient's 
tidal volume, respiratory frequency and inspiratory fraction using uncomplicated 
integration techniques are known. Using these two volumes and assuming delivery 
of 100 per cent oxygen Fio2 can then be calculated with the following formula. 

Flo2 -- 
1 • volume 02 + 0.21 x volume air 

Tidal volume 

An adjustment can be made for lower delivered oxygen concentrations. 
The above model makes two important assumptions related to the face mask 

system. First, the patient only gets gas delivered from the instantaneous oxygen 
flow and there is no reservoir volume in the mask. If there was such a reservoir 
volume in the mask, it would replace an equal volume of room air (Figure 2) 
and thus increase the FIoz. The model can accordingly be modified to allow for 
any such reservoir volmne. 

The second assumption is that the entire delivered gas flow is available to 
satisfy the patient's inspiratory requirements. If this were not true, then the effec- 
tive delivered gas flow would be reduced by that amount of gas flow not available 
to the patient. The model can be modified to allow for any effective delivered gas 
flow ( Figure 3 ). 
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Ficurts 2. Graphic representation of mathematical model assuming a reservoir volume in 
mask. Lines as in Figure 1. 
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FmtraE 3. Graphic representation of mathematie,'d model assuming ambient admixture o| 
room air. Line as in Figure 1. 

B. Mechanical Analogue (Figure 4) 
We constructed a mechanical analogue to test the mathematical model. A sine 

wave pump (Harvard Model #614) was used to simulate the chest wall and 
lungs. It was attached by the "trachea" (an appropriately sized metal tube) to 
the "mouth" (a hole in the cardboard backing) breathing through a mask. One 
hundred per cent oxygen was delivered to the mask through a Puritan Nebulizer, 
using a calibrated flow meter. A #19 catheter was inserted through a side port 
into the "trachea" to sample the inspiratory gas. The percent'oxygen in these 
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Floul~ 4. Mechanical analogue of mathematical model. See text. 
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FIGUltE 5. Effect of Tidal Volume on FIo~. Respiratory rate, inspiratory fraction, reservoir 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

FmurtE 6. FIo~ of mechanical model compared to Fzo_~ predicted by mathematical model. 
volume and 0 2 flow rate are kept constant. 

aspirated samples was measured in an oxygen analyzer (Beckman OM-11). The 
Fxoz was measured directly and calculated by using the mathematical mode] as 
"tidal volume," "inspiratory time" and oxygen flow rates were independently 
varied. 

RESULTS 

Using a computer program based on the mathematical model described (see 
appendix) we were able to study the effect on the FIo~ of varying each of the 
parameters independently. Figure 5 illustrates the effect on calculated FIo2 of 
varying the tidal volume, while keeping the remaining parameters constant, 

We compared the Fro~ calculated with the mathematical model to the Fro2 
measured in the "trachea" of the mechanical mode] (Figure 6). The delivered 
oxygen flow rates used were 4, 8 and 12 1/min. For the calculated FIo2, a reservoir 
of 0 cc's were assumed at 4 l/min, 25 cc's at 8 1/min and 50 cc's at 12 1/min. 
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DISCUSSIONS 

The mathematical model used to calculate FIo2 from tidal volume, frequency, 
inspiratory fraction and delivered oxygen flow rate depends on the validity of 
three assumptions. First, it is assumed that inspiration is a sine wave from 0 to 
180 degrees. Previous studies have demonstrated that this is a reasonable assump- 
tion? ,4 Secondly, the original model assumed that there was 13o reservoir volume 
in the face mask. However, it was simple to modify the model to allow for any 
assumed reservoir. The model originally assumed, also, that all the delivered gas 
flow was available to the patient and that room air was inspired to make up the 
difference between patient's need and gas flow only when the patient inspiratory 
flow rate exceeded the delivered gas flow. In fact, if all the delivered gas flow is 
not available to the patient, then the model can be adjusted to use the effective 
reduced gas flow for the calculations. 

With the computer program based on the mathematical model we demonstrated 
that tidal volume, frequency and inspiratory fraction as well as delivered gas flow 
each affect the FIo~. The effect of changes in tidal volume on FIo.~ is especially 
important to the patient in whom high oxygen concentration suppresses ventila- 
tion. In such patients if the initial FIo.., causes a decrease in inspiratory rate and 
tidal volume, then the FIoz will increase. This of course sets up a positive feed- 
back loop which could only end in severe respiratory depression, and supports 
the practice of using controlled low concentration oxygen in these patients. 

There was excellent agreement between the mechanical model and the mathe- 
matical prediction. As the flow rate of oxygen into the model increased, there was 
an increase of reservoir effect in the mask. This is expected since during "expira- 
tion" the mask fills up with a mixture of expired and delivered gas. 

We believe that this model will be very useful in predicting the FIo.., on patients 
receiving oxygen by face mask. 

APPENDIX 

FORTRAN Program to calculate FIo~ (OXCON) from delivered flow (FLO),  
respiratory frequency (FREQ),  tidal volume (TIDVO),  reservoir (DS) and 
inspiratory fraction (FRAC). 

SUBROUTINE FIo~ (FLO, FREQ, TIDVO, FRAC, DS, OXCON) 
PI = 3.1416 
FLOMA = TIDVO/2 
XFLO = ( FLO,  FRAC ~ 1000. ) / (  FREQ ~ ) 
XLO = FATAN( ( XFLO/FLOMA ) / (  FSQRT ( 1 - ( XFLO a XFLO/  

(FLOMA*FLOMA))  ) ) ) 
HI = PI - XLO 
TEMP = FLOMA ~ ( - F C O S  (HI)  + FCOS (XLO))  
XLES = XFLO ~ (HI - XLO) 
VOLAI = TEMP - (XLES + DS) 
VOLOX = TIDVO - VOLAI 
OXCON = ((VOLAI*0.9.1) + VOLOX)/TIDVO 
OXCON = OXCON*100. 
RETURN 
END 
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R~suM~ 
Nous avons eongu un module mathdmatique permettant de pr6dire la Fro2 

dans ]a trach6e des ma]ades recevant de ]'oxyg6ne au moyen d'un masque ou 
d'un autre syst6me ouvert. Ce mod6le uti/ise les param~tres suivants: ddbit 
d'oxyg6ne uti]is6, volume courant, fr6quence respiratoire et durde de ]'inspiration. 

Un mod6]e mdcanique a 6td uti]isd pour vdrifier ]a prdcision de cette formu]e 
mathdmatique et ]'on a trouv6 une exce]lente corrdlation (r = 0.98). 
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